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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 In 2010 the City Council published a Housing Renewal Strategy1 which set out 

plans for regeneration over a number of years in the: 

o Church Street and Paddington Green neighbourhood 

o Westbourne Green area, covering the Warwick and Brindley Estates 

o Tollgate Gardens Estate 

o Ebury Bridge Estate    

o Brunel Estate (residents voted against regeneration so it is no longer 

going ahead). 

 

1.2 A key aim of the strategy is to increase the supply and quality of affordable 

housing. To achieve this some existing leasehold properties will need to be 

demolished and some new homes will be built for private sale.   

 

1.3 This policy sets out the financial compensation and general assistance 

leaseholders will receive from the City Council where their properties are 

identified for demolition, and the City Council’s overall approach to acquiring 

properties.  

 

1.4 There is a glossary in section 16 which explains some of the terminology in this 

policy.  

 

 

2. Who the policy applies to   

 

2.1 This policy applies to leaseholders, both resident and non resident, in the 

regeneration areas set out in Westminster’s Housing Renewal Strategy2 where (i) 

their properties have been identified for demolition, and (ii) the Cabinet Member 

for Housing and Property has made a decision that regeneration, including the 

demolition of those identified properties, should proceed, subject to necessary 

planning consents.   

 

2.2 The policy also applies to leaseholders that own a proportion of their property 

through the Flexible Ownership or Rent to Mortgage schemes. Their options and 

entitlements are, however, different and are set out in section 8.        

                                                           
1
 http://transact.westminster.gov.uk/docstores/publications_store/wcc_housing_renewal_report2010_lowres.pdf 

2
 It does not include the Brunel Estate as residents voted against regeneration 
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2.3 This policy will also apply to leaseholders in any new regeneration areas covered 

in an updated Housing Renewal Strategy, in the same way as it applies to 

leaseholders on those estates currently identified in the strategy. 

 

 

3. Overall approach  

 

 

3.1 Approach to the purchase of leaseholders’ properties  

The City Council or its agent will work with resident leaseholders individually and 

in a way suited to their needs, to discuss their options and entitlements, and the 

policy will be communicated in an accessible way.   

 

3.2 Every effort will be made to negotiate the acquisition of leaseholders’ properties 

by agreement. However, where all attempts to acquire by agreement are 

unsuccessful, the City Council may have to resort to use of its powers of 

compulsory acquisition. Further details on the compulsory purchase process are 

set out in section 12 of this policy.  

 

3.3 Approach to compensation 

Regardless of whether leaseholders’ properties are acquired by agreement or 

compulsorily, the City Council will pay leaseholders compensation in line with the 

statutory framework (see section 12). Aside from offering the compensation set 

out in this policy it is the City Council’s intention that leaseholders should not be 

financially better or worse off from having their homes acquired.   

 

3.4 Approach to relocation  

The City Council recognises the impact of regeneration on leaseholders where 

their homes are being acquired. It is understood that many resident leaseholders 

have connections to their local area and want to remain there. A range of options 

are available for leaseholders that want to stay in or close to the Regeneration 

Area, or in Westminster, to suit different circumstances.  

 

3.5 Leaseholders ought to bear in mind that it may not be possible to exactly 

replicate the same costs at another property (compared with leaseholders’ 

existing properties) as utility costs and council tax will vary. Also lending rates 

and criteria are subject to change over time, so the cost of the same value 

mortgage may be different at an alternative property.     
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3.6 Every effort will also be made, where possible, for resident leaseholders to 

remain home owners if this is their wish.     

 

3.7 Approach to advice and support  

 Independent financial advice will be available to help leaseholders assess the 

best option for them and this advice will be available throughout the regeneration 

programme. The advisor will work with affected leaseholders individually and 

particularly those that are vulnerable. Practical non financial help will also be 

available to resident leaseholders to find alternative properties to purchase in 

Westminster.  

 

4. Procedures for acquiring properties by agreement 

 

 

4.1 Detailed procedures will be developed for each of the regeneration schemes 

which will include a local lettings plan setting out how the new build properties for 

sale will be allocated.     

 

4.2 When it is certain that regeneration is going ahead, every leaseholder will be 

informed in writing of the City Council’s decision to acquire their property and 

they will receive an invitation to enter into negotiations to sell by agreement. The 

information will include details of:    

o The rehousing options available  

o The financial advice and general support available to help assess those options 

o Compensation entitlements and how to claim them 

o The City Council’s procedures for acquiring properties 

o Rights of appeal about the application of this policy. 

 

4.3 Once attempts to acquire properties by agreement have been exhausted, a 

Compulsory Purchase Order will be sought as a last resort (see section 12).  

 

 

5. Definitions   

 

 

5.1 Definition of a resident and non resident leaseholder  

For the options set out in sections 7 and 8, a ‘resident’ leaseholder is one that 

has been in occupation for 12 months preceding the date of the notification letter 

from the City Council setting out its intention to acquire the property by 

agreement (see 4.2). The Council Tax register will be used to determine 
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residency. A ‘non resident’ leaseholder is one that does not meet the criteria set 

out here in this paragraph.  

 

5.2  Defintion of the Regeneration Area 

 Each Regeneration Area is defined by the boundaries of a master plan and a 

map of the current master plan areas is in Appendix A.  The size of the 

Regeneration Area differs between schemes, in some cases it may be a single 

estate while in others it may be a more than one estate or a whole area.   

 

 

6. Options and entitlements for resident leaseholders that do not wish to 

return to the Regeneration Area  

 

6.1 This section sets out financial entitlements for resident leaseholders that do not 

wish to return to the Regeneration Area, together with the general help they may 

receive from the City Council to purchase another property in Westminster. There 

are separate options and entitlements set out in section 8 for those that have 

bought through the Flexible Ownership and Rent to Mortgage schemes.   

 

6.2 Financial entitlement  

Leaseholders choosing this option will receive the market value of their property  

plus a home loss payment of 10% of the market value of the property, up to a 

maximum of £47,000. The home loss payment will be made on the day the 

property is acquired by the City Council.    

 

6.3 A disturbance payment for all reasonable costs associated with the move will 

also be made.  As the disturbance payment may cover a range of moving costs, 

the amount may not be determined on the day the property is acquired, and if 

this is the case the payment will be made as soon as reasonably practicable.    

 

6.4 Further details as to how the market value and disturbance payments are 

calculated are set out in section 11. 

 

6.5 Practical help with finding another property  

Where it is needed, the City Council can provide practical, non financial help to 

assist leaseholders in finding and purchasing another property. The alternative 

property may be near to the Regeneration Area or in another part of 

Westminster.  
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6.6 The level of help will be assessed on a case by case basis, in accordance with 

individual needs, and may include (but is neither guaranteed to include nor 

restricted to) the provision of:   

o Information on how to purchase a property on the open market such as finding 

solicitors, surveyors etc    

o Information on any other leasehold properties the City Council knows are for sale 

o Help to find another property in Westminster. In some circumstances the City 

Council, or its agent, may be able to facilitate the purchase of another leasehold 

property from its own stock (this is dependent on the supply of housing stock and 

is subject to government rules and conditions)     

o Advice on intermediate housing options in Westminster. 

6.7 Financial help to buy another property      

 Where the leaseholder needs to remain close to the Regeneration Area, due to 

the location of their employment, support networks, or for other factors 

considered reasonable, but they are unable to afford to buy another property of 

the same size and type, due to any difference in property prices, the City Council 

may offer an equity share product to help with an alternative purchase (see 7.8 – 

7.15 for more information on equity shares).  

 

6.8 Where a leaseholder is eligible for this option, they are expected to put the value 

of their existing home, plus any home loss payment, into the purchase of an 

alternative property of the same size and type to the one where they have been 

living. The value of their existing home, plus the home loss payment, will form 

their equity share in the new property. The City Council’s share is the remaining 

amount which will be secured by a charge on the property (examples of equity 

share arrangements are in Appendix B). This charge (equivalent to the City 

Council’s share) only needs to be repaid upon sale of the property) and any 

increase or decrease in the value of the property will be apportioned in line with 

the equity share held by the leaseholder and the City Council (for more 

information see Appendix B example 3). The leaseholder is able to increase their 

share in the property at any time however a new valuation will need to be 

undertaken.  

 

6.9 Under this arrangement, the leaseholder will be the sole legal owner and is able 

to sublet and sell the property with the agreement of the City Council, which will 

not be unreasonably withheld. The leaseholder is responsible for repairs, service 

charges and all other costs associated with the property.  
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6.10 Becoming a social housing tenant  

In some circumstances where leaseholders are unable to purchase another 

property they may be eligible to become a social housing tenant. Further 

information about eligibility is in section 9.      

 

7. Options and entitlements for resident leaseholders that wish to return to 

the Regeneration Area  

 

7.1 This section sets out entitlements and options for resident leaseholders that want 

to return to the Regeneration Area. There are separate options and entitlements 

in section 8 for those that have bought through the Flexible Ownership and Rent 

to Mortgage schemes.   

 

7.2 The definition of the Regeneration Area is in 5.2.  Returning to the Regeneration 

Area does not mean to exactly the same estate (where the Regeneration Area 

covers more than one estate), or to the same block or location in a block (where 

the Regeneration Area covers only one estate).    

 

7.3 Buying one of the new build properties for private sale 

Resident leaseholders will be given the first option to buy one of the new build 

properties for private sale in the Regeneration Area, under various 

arrangements.  The properties available to leaseholders will be determined by 

the incoming developer. It may be that there are higher value properties for sale 

which will need to be allocated to the open market to maximise the sale values. 

All leaseholders will however be offered properties which meet the Mayor’s 

space and storage standards.  

 

7.4 The way in which properties can be purchased will depend on individual financial 

circumstances and leaseholders’ options will be assessed in conjunction with the 

independent financial advisor. Details of the possible options are summarised 

further below.  

 

7.5 Leaseholders wishing to buy one of the new build properties may need to live in 

temporary housing for a period until the new properties are ready, so may need 

to move twice. More information on temporary housing arrangements can be 

found in 7.21 below.  
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7.6 OPTION 1: Buying one of the new properties outright   

Leaseholders are eligible to buy one of the new properties outright if they are 

able to raise sufficient finance, using the compensation received as a result of 

the acquisition of their old property, plus any additional capital or savings they put 

into the purchase and/or by raising a higher mortgage.  

 

7.7 Leaseholders choosing this arrangement are, subject to their personal finances, 

able to buy a property which is larger than the one where they have been living. 

Leaseholders wishing to make an outright purchase of one of the new properties 

will be required to enter into an agreement with the City Council formalising this 

arrangement.  The outstanding equity plus any home loss payment will be 

transferred into an Escrow Account in their name which will be held on the terms 

of the legal agreement.  The sum will be held in this account until the new 

property is ready and interest will be earned which can also be put toward the 

purchase price of the new property.   

 

7.8 OPTION 2: Buying an equity share in one of the new properties  

The new properties for sale will generally be of a higher value than the existing 

properties being acquired. Leaseholders who cannot afford the full market price 

of the new properties may however be able to buy an equity share in one of the 

new properties, which will enable them to have similar housing costs compared 

with their existing property. It should be noted however that the housing costs 

cannot be exactly replicated, as lender rates are subject to change. Utility and 

service charge costs may also be different at the new properties compared with 

the leaseholder’s existing property.      

 

7.9 Leaseholders are eligible for this option where they agree to put the value of their 

existing property, plus any home loss payment, into the purchase of the new 

property, to form their equity share.    

 

7.10 New properties bought under this arrangement cannot have a greater number of 

bedrooms than the leaseholder’s existing property being acquired by the City 

Council unless the leaseholder is able to finance the purchase of an additional 

bedroom.     

 

7.11 The leaseholder’s share will be determined and fixed at the point their property is 

acquired and the value of the new property will also be fixed at this point (based 

on an off plan valuation). Examples of this arrangement are in Appendix B. The 

Leaseholder’s share in the new property will be made up of:  
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o The market value of the property being acquired (made up of any equity in the 

property plus the outstanding mortgage) 

o Any home loss payment (10% of the market value of the property being acquired, 

subject to the £47,000 cap) 

o Any other capital/savings. 

 

7.12 The City Council will hold a charge on the property for the remaining share. The 

leaseholder will not pay anything towards this charge and it will only need to be 

repaid upon sale of the property. When the property is sold, any increase or 

decrease in its value will be apportioned between the leaseholder and the City 

Council in line with the shares held. More information about this is in Appendix B 

example 3.   

 

7.13  Under this arrangement, the leaseholder will be the sole legal owner and is able 

to sublet and sell the property with the agreement of the City Council, which will 

not be unreasonably withheld. The leaseholder is responsible for repairs, service 

charges and all other costs associated with the property. The leaseholder is able 

to increase their share in the property at any time however a new valuation will 

need to be undertaken.  

 

7.14 Once the leaseholder’s share in the new property is determined they will be 

required to enter into an agreement with the City Council formalising this 

arrangement. Their outstanding equity plus any home loss payment (and any 

other savings they chose to put into the purchase of the property) will be 

transferred into an Escrow Account in their name which will be held on the terms 

of the legal agreement. The sum will be held in this account until the new 

property is ready and, subject to bank rates, interest will be earned and paid to 

the leaseholder, which can, if the leaseholder wishes, be put toward the 

purchase price of the new property.   

 

7.15 It should be noted that if the leaseholder’s existing property was purchased using 

a mortgage, a further mortgage to at least the same value (as the one held at the 

existing property being purchased by the City Council) will need to be raised 

before the purchase of the new property can take place. The City Council and/or 

the independent financial advisor can assist leaseholders in finding a new 

mortgage.    
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7.16 OPTION 3: Becoming a shared owner at one of the new properties   

  

7.17 Leaseholders are eligible for this option where:  

o They are not eligible for the equity share option (see 7.8 – 7.9) as they are 

unable to put the market value of their existing property plus any home loss 

payment into the purchase of the new property (because, for example, they 

are unable to raise the same mortgage again due to a change in their 

circumstances) and      

o they nonetheless have or can raise sufficient finance to buy at least a 25% 

share in one of the new build properties.   

 

7.18 Under a shared ownership arrangement rent is paid on the part of the property 

which is not owned in addition to the mortgage. A shared ownership product 

specific to the regeneration scheme is being developed which will be made 

available to leaseholders. Further details will be available in due course.     

 

7.19 Arrangements for buying one of the new properties for private sale  

 The following arrangements apply to all the options described above.    

 

7.20 Allocating the new properties   

The City Council will agree with the developer the new build private properties 

which are to be for sale to returning leaseholders. The City Council will 

endeavour to offer returning leaseholders properties which are as close as 

possible to their original home in terms of size, space, location and orientation, 

and which take into account any exceptional individual circumstances. The City 

Council will, however, have ultimate discretion over how properties are allocated.  

A local lettings procedure will be developed in line with these principles and will 

be discussed with residents for each regeneration area in due course.  

 

7.21 Temporary housing  

As explained above, where leaseholders wish to return to a new property in the 

Regeneration Area, it may be necessary for them to relocate to temporary 

housing while the properties are being built. In these circumstances they will be 

offered an assured shorthold tenancy in the local area where possible. This will  

be managed by City West Homes. Each leaseholder will be made one 

reasonable offer of temporary housing in a property of the same bedroom 

number as their existing property. Every effort will be made to offer a property 

which meets preferences and requirements and takes account of the location of 

a person’s support networks, employment and schools and the needs of any 

disabled household members. However, all temporary housing offers will be 
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subject to the availability of supply. Any disabled adaptations will be reinstated in 

the temporary housing.  

 

7.22 There will be a right to appeal against the offer of temporary housing. Appeals 

must be made within 21 days of the offer by email or in writing and setting out 

why the offer is considered unreasonable. Appeals will be considered by the 

Strategic Director of Housing or any other person delegated to make the decision 

within 21 days, unless further information is needed.    

 

7.23 Where the appeal is successful an alternative offer will be made. If the appeal is 

unsuccessful the City Council’s original offer of temporary housing will be 

reiterated and the leaseholder will need to either accept that offer or choose 

another housing option. Where appeals are unsuccessful leaseholders will be 

advised how to obtain independent advice as to the options open to them.  

 

7.24 The housing costs in temporary housing will be equivalent to or less than those 

paid by the leaseholder at their existing property. Existing housing costs are 

calculated as being the total of any mortgage and service charge payments 

made by the leaseholder in respect of their existing property. If there was no 

mortgage at the property being acquired by the City Council, the housing costs in 

temporary housing will be equivalent to any service charge costs at their existing 

property. The leaseholder will be responsible for all other charges at the 

temporary accommodation.  

 

7.25 Leaseholders that are eligible for Housing Benefit are expected to apply.  

 

7.26 Any leaseholder can choose to find their own temporary housing, outside the 

process described above, but they will be liable for full housing costs and service 

charges on any such property.     

7.27 The Agreement 

The terms under which the leaseholder is buying one of the new properties for 

sale will be set out in a formal agreement between the leaseholder and the City 

Council. Where a new property is being bought on an equity share arrangement, 

the agreement will fix the amount of the share being purchased in the new 

property.  Where a new property is bought under a shared ownership 

arrangement, the agreement will fix the proportion of the property being 

purchased. 
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7.28 Withdrawal from the agreement  

Leaseholders are able to withdraw from the agreement, at any time and for any 

reason. Where they do so, a fee of £4,000 will be charged for each year (or part 

thereof) spent in temporary housing. This fee may be waived in exceptional 

circumstances following a written application to the City Council, such as where 

payment would result in financial hardship, or where a leaseholder has made 

their own temporary housing arrangements.     

 

7.29 The City Council can withdraw from the agreement if there is a serious breach of 

the tenancy agreement by the leaseholder in temporary housing provided by the 

City Council or its agent, such as would justify proceedings for possession being 

taken (regardless of whether such proceedings are in fact taken), and where the 

breach cannot be resolved by agreement. Types of breaches of the tenancy 

agreement which might be regarded as serious include persistent rent arrears 

and serious nuisance and anti social behaviour.  

 

7.30 Changes in circumstances   

Where a leaseholder experiences a change in their circumstances which means 

they are no longer able to purchase one of the new properties in the agreed way, 

their circumstances will be reassessed to consider the alternative options set out 

in this policy.   

 

7.31 Buying another leasehold property in the Regeneration Area   

Leaseholders can remain in the Regeneration Area by buying another 

leasehold property which is for sale and is not being demolished. The City 

Council may be able to assist in finding another such property.  

 

7.32 The level of help will be assessed on a case by case basis, in accordance with 

individual needs, and may include (but are not guaranteed to include and are not 

restricted to) the provision of:   

o Information on how to purchase a property on the open market, finding solicitors, 

surveyors etc    

o Information on any other leasehold properties the City Council knows are for sale 

o Help to find another property in Westminster. In some circumstances the City 

Council, or its agent, may be able to facilitate the purchase of another leasehold 

property from its own stock (this is dependent on the supply of housing stock and 

is subject to government rules and conditions)     

o Advice on intermediate housing options in Westminster.  
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7.33 Becoming a social housing tenant in the Regeneration Area 

In some exceptional circumstances leaseholders may be able to remain in the 

Regeneration Area by becoming a social housing tenant. This option is explained 

further in section 9 below.  

 

8. Options and entitlements for Flexible and Rent to Mortgage owners    

 

8.1 A small number of leaseholders affected by the regeneration schemes own a 

proportion of their property rather than having full ownership, as they have 

bought under the Flexible Ownership or Rent to Mortgage schemes. As the 

above schemes vary and the proportion owned differs (and can be as little as 

10%), the City Council will work with each leaseholder to develop a bespoke 

solution for them in line with the overall approach set out in this policy.   

8.2 Options for leaseholders may include; becoming a shared or flexible owner at 

another property, the offer of an equity share arrangement at another property, 

becoming a social housing tenant, or making their own arrangements. The level 

of ownership and personal circumstances of each leaseholder will be taken into 

account when considering options.    

 

8.3 Financial entitlement  

Leaseholders will receive the market value of their interest in the property (see 

section 11 for how the value is determined) plus a home loss payment of 10% of 

the market value of their interest in the property up to a maximum of £47,000. 

The home loss payment will be made on the day the property is acquired by the 

City Council.    

 

8.4 A disturbance payment for all reasonable costs associated with the move will 

also be made.  As the disturbance payment may cover a range of moving costs, 

the amount may not be determined on the day the property is acquired, and if 

this is the case the payment will be made as soon as reasonably practicable.    
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9. Becoming a social housing tenant   

 

 

9.1 In some circumstances a leaseholder may be eligible to become a social housing 

tenant either in the Regeneration Area or in another part of Westminster.  

  

9.2 Leaseholders may be eligible for this option where: 

 

o None of the alternative home ownership solutions set out in this policy are 

appropriate due to the leaseholder’s financial circumstances and no suitable 

reasonable alternative accommodation is available, or      

 

o They are in extreme financial hardship and wish to revert to the status of a 

tenant, and owner occupation is no longer suitable because of the owner’s 

disability or ill health, or the disability or ill health of their partner.  

 

9.3 Factors which will be taken into account to assess eligibility will include:   

o The suitability of available home ownership options  

o The length of time the leaseholder has lived in Westminster or the Regeneration 

Area and factors which require them to remain there such as; location of 

employment, support networks and any other reasonable factors 

o Whether their housing needs could be met in other ways and if reasonable 

alternative housing is available elsewhere   

o The leaseholder’s financial circumstances including the level of equity in the 

property, any personal debt and if they may find it difficult to get another 

mortgage 

o Any vulnerability issues such as age, ill health or disability.  

 

9.4 Applications will be assessed on a case by case basis and final agreement will 

depend on the supply of social rented housing.   

 

9.5 Financial entitlement  

Where it agreed that a leaseholder will become a social housing tenant, they will 

receive: 

o The full market value of their property minus a discount of 30% to reflect 

the loss of an asset (the social housing property) to the City Council 

o A home loss payment of 10% of the full market value of their property up 

to a maximum of £47,000 (no discount will be applied to the home loss 

payment) 
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o A disturbance payment to reflect the cost of moving (see section 11 for 

more information about valuations and disturbance payments).  

 

9.6 The social housing tenancy  

Leaseholders eligible for this option will have priority to bid for a social housing 

tenancy for a reasonable period. Where leaseholders bid for a City Council 

tenancy it will be offered as a secure periodic tenancy. It should that some  

private registered provider (housing association) tenancies will be offered as 

fixed term tenancies.      

 

9.7 The size of the property needed will be assessed in line with the City Council’s 

Housing Allocation Scheme.    

 

9.8 If the leaseholder does not bid for a property direct offers may be made, which 

will take into account where possible of the tenant’s stated preferences and any 

reasonable factors.  

 

9.10 If the leaseholder wants to return to the Regeneration Area and there are no 

available properties to bid for, they will need to bid for a property outside the 

Regeneration Area. In some circumstances they may be given priority to bid for 

properties within the Regeneration Area, when the new build properties become 

available. These circumstances may include where the leaseholder: 

o Has children attending local schools in the Regeneration Area and the travel time 

or costs from the existing property are unreasonable in the long term   

o Is receiving support from a family member, or giving support to a family member 

living in the Regeneration Area, and this provision of support is not sustainable 

from the existing property in the long term   

o Has employment in the Regeneration Area and the time or cost of travel to work  

is unreasonable in the long term.    

 

9.11 The rent charged will be in line with the City Council’s or any private registered 

provider’s (housing association) Rent or Tenancy Policy.   
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10. Entitlements for Non Resident leaseholders   

 

 

10.1 Non Resident leaseholders (see 5.1 for the definition of a Non Resident 

leaseholder) are entitled to receive the market value of the property plus a basic 

loss payment of 7.5% of the agreed value of the property, up to a maximum of 

£75,000. They are not entitled to any disturbance payment (which covers the 

reasonable costs of moving), however they are entitled to compensation for the 

reasonable costs, excluding the purchase price, of acquiring a new property 

within one year of the date on which the City Council purchases the Non 

Resident leaseholder’s existing property.   

 

 

11. Further information about financial entitlements   

 

11.1 Valuation and market value (for Resident and Non Resident leaseholders)  

The City Council will appoint a qualified valuer to act on its behalf to undertake a 

valuation of the property due to be acquired to determine its market value.   

Leaseholders can also appoint a qualified valuer to act on their behalf and  

reasonable costs associated with this will be reimbursed by the City Council.  

 

11.2 Valuations will take into account any improvement works and are on the basis of 

open market valuations which do not take into account any increase or decrease 

attributable to the regeneration or the fact that the purchase is or may be 

compulsory.     

 

11.3 Disturbance payments (for Resident leaseholders) 

Disturbance payments will be made to cover all reasonable expenses associated 

with the sale of the property, moving, and in connection with the purchase of 

another property.  

 

11.4 If the leaseholder is moving into one of the new build properties in the 

Regeneration Area, disturbance payments may include expenses associated 

with moving twice if this involves first living in temporary housing (or if they are 

becoming a social housing tenant and it first involves their taking a tenancy in 

another area).    

 

11.5 For leaseholders not moving into one of the new build properties in the 

Regeneration Area, disturbance payments will need to be claimed within one 

year of their property being acquired unless there are exceptional circumstances.    
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11.6 Disturbance payments may include, but are not restricted to:  

o Early mortgage redemption fees at the existing property 

o Mortgage and lender fees arising from the purchase of a replacement property 

o Stamp duty land tax arising from the purchase of a replacement property 

o Solicitor/legal fees arising from the purchase of a replacement property 

o Surveyors fees arising from the purchase of a replacement property 

o Registered packing and removal services 

o Disconnection and reconnection of utility supplies and redirection of post 

o In some cases, payment for white goods or furnishings owned by the leaseholder  

that don’t fit into a new property  

o Any other necessary and reasonable sums arising due to the leaseholder’s 

individual circumstances and resulting from the acquisition of their property by 

the City Council.   

 

11.7  Disturbance payments will only be made in respect of one replacement property 

so in cases where joint leaseholders are not purchasing another property 

together they will need to decide who will claim.   

 

11.8  All disturbance claims must be supported by receipts and invoices bearing the 

name and address of the company providing such receipts and invoices, the 

details of which will be verified by the City Council.   

 

11.9 Compensation for Non Resident leaseholders  

Non Resident leaseholders are entitled to claim compensation for charges and 

expenses in acquiring within one year an interest in another property in the 

United Kingdom. Compensation may include, but is not restricted to: 

o Stamp duty land tax arising from the purchase of a replacement property 

o Solicitor/legal fees arising from the purchase of a replacement property 

o Surveyors fees arising from the purchase of a replacement property 

o Storage costs if the property was furnished.  
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12.  Compulsory Purchase   

 

12.1   The City Council will make every effort to buy leaseholders’ properties by 

agreement, however where attempts to acquire properties by agreement are 

unsuccessful, the City Council will, as a last resort, seek to rely on its powers of 

compulsory acquisition. A Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) is subject to 

confirmation by the Secretary of State.  

 

12.2 The law in this area is complex and this section is intended to only provide a 

summary of the legal framework.  The overarching principle behind 

compensation for the compulsory acquisition of land is that no one should be 

financially worse or better off as a result of it.    

 

12.3 Powers of Compulsory Purchase 

Section 17 of the Housing Act 1985 gives local authorities the power to purchase 

land and property in order to provide housing accommodation. This type of 

acquisition may be by agreement with the leaseholder, or compulsorily with 

permission from the Secretary of State.   

 

12.4 Objections and appeals to compulsory purchase 

Where the City Council seeks, as a last resort, to acquire properties 

compulsorily, affected leaseholders have a statutory right to object to the 

compulsory purchase of their property, and for their objections to be heard at a 

Public Local Inquiry, or by written representations. If the Secretary of State 

decides to confirm the compulsory purchase order, there is a statutory right of 

appeal to the High Court, but only on limited legal grounds.        

 

12.5 Statutory compensation for resident leaseholders 

Where properties are being purchased compulsorily, resident leaseholders are 

entitled to compensation reflecting the market value of the property plus two 

additional forms of compensation as follows:  

   

o A home loss payment. This is intended to compensate leaseholders for being 

forced to sell and move from their home at a time not of their choosing. To 

qualify, the displaced leaseholder must have lived in the property being acquired  

as their principal home, for at least one year ending on the day they have to 

move. The amount payable is 10% of the agreed purchase price of the property, 

up to a maximum of £47,0003.  

 

                                                           
3
 The maximum is subject to review by the Secretary of State  
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o A disturbance payment. This is to compensate for reasonable costs associated 

with moving to and acquiring or renting another property.  

 

12.6 Rehousing 

In certain circumstances, there is a legal obligation upon the City Council to re-

house resident leaseholders under Section 39 of the Land and Compensation 

Act 1973 where ‘suitable alternative residential accommodation on reasonable 

terms’ is not available.  

 

12.7 Statutory compensation for non resident leaseholders 

Where properties are being purchased compulsorily, non resident leaseholders 

are entitled to the market value of the property plus a basic loss payment under 

the Land Compensation Act 1973, of 7.5% of the agreed purchase price up to a 

maximum of £75,000. They are also entitled to compensation for the reasonable 

costs, excluding the purchase price, of acquiring a new property within one year.  

 

12.8 Referral of compensation issues to the Lands Chamber of the Upper 

Tribunal   

 Where a compulsory purchase order has been confirmed by the Secretary of 

State but the compensation payable in respect of property acquired under it is in 

dispute, leaseholders have the statutory right to apply to a specialist tribunal to 

seek its determination as to what the compensation should be. In circumstances 

where the amount of compensation cannot be agreed, the leaseholder also has 

the right to request an advance payment of 90% of the value of the 

compensation as assessed by the City Council. If such a request is made, the 

advance payment must be paid within three months of the request. 

 

 

13. Appeals  

 

 

13.1 Leaseholders can appeal to the Strategic Director of Housing, or any duly 

delegated person, about how the application of this policy has been applied to 

their personal circumstances. Appeals must be made within 21 days by email or 

in writing, of any written notification, setting out the reason why the leaseholder 

believes any decision does not accord with the policy.   

 

13.2 If the appeal is successful an alternative decision will be made. If the appeal is 

unsuccessful the City Council’s original application of this policy will remain. The 
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leaseholder will however be advised of how to get independent advice of the 

options open to them.     

 

13.3 Leaseholders also have certain statutory rights of appeal where a compulsory 

purchase order is being sought which are set out in section 12 above.   

 

 

14. Discretion and exceptional circumstances 

 

14.1 There may be limited circumstances when the Director of Housing, or duly 

delegated persons, may exercise discretion in relation to this policy due to 

exceptional individual circumstances and will do this by taking into account all the 

circumstances considered revelant.   
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15. Glossary  

 

Assured shorthold tenancy 

A tenancy which lasts for a minimum period of six months, however it can be offered for 

a longer fixed period or continue indefinitely with the consent of the tenant and landlord.  

At the end of the fixed period, or at any time thereafter, the landlord is entitled to 

possession of the property as long as they give the tenant two months notice.  

  

Equity share   

An equity share arrangement is where a buyer contributes a proportion of the purchase 

price of a property, because they cannot afford the whole purchase price outright. The 

remainder of the purchase price is provided by a third party who then holds a charge or 

equity loan on the property equivalent to the proportion of the purchase price paid by 

them. Equity share arrangements can vary but the buyer is normally the sole legal 

owner and responsible for repairs and service charges.    

 

Escrow Account 

A deposit account created and held by a third party (often an Escrow Agent) to hold 

assets in trust until they are needed.  

 

Fixed term tenancy  

Both councils and private registered providers (housing associations) can now offer 

social housing tenancies on fixed terms. The length of the fixed term will vary between 

social landlords but it will typically be for five years and may be renewed. Different 

social landlords may have different policies on when a fixed term tenancy will be 

renewed.   

 

Intermediate housing 

Intermediate housing is housing for households that cannot afford market housing but 

do not qualify for social housing. There are different intermediate housing products, 

which may include low cost home ownership products or discounted rental schemes. 

There is an eligibility criteria for intermediate housing, in London this is set down by the 

London Mayor.     

 

Flexible Owner  

A Flexible Owner owns a Council property by way of a shared ownership lease, and 

pays a social rent on the proportion they don’t own. Every secure tenant that qualifies 

for the Right to Buy has the right to become a Flexible Owner, if they cannot afford to 

buy the property outright with the Right to Buy discount. Westminster City Council also 
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offers flexible ownership to secure Council tenants that don’t have the qualifying period 

for RTB. Flexible owners are responsible for repairs at the property and for a proportion 

(equivalent to the share size that they own) of service, management, maintenance and 

major works charges. The minimum share that can be owned is 25% (prior to 1994 it 

was 10%) and flexible owners can staircase up, by buying more shares until they own 

100% of the property.  

 

Periodic Secure Tenancy  

A tenancy that can only be brought to an end by the landlord by a court order and the 

order will only be granted by the court if one of the statutory grounds for possession is 

made out and other statutory tests (including in certain cases, the reasonableness of 

possession action) are met.   

 

Rent to Mortgage  

The Rent to Mortgage scheme was ended in 2005 by the Housing Act 2004. The 

scheme enabled Council tenants to buy their homes by paying a proportion of the Right 

to Buy price, where they couldn’t afford to buy them fully under the Right to Buy.  

Tenants could buy by making a minimum initial payment or any amount they could 

afford up to 80% of the RTB price.  Rent to Mortgage owners do not pay any rent and 

pay the full lessee service charges for management and maintenances but only their 

share proportion of the repairs, including major works repairs.     

 

Shared ownership 

A shared owner is someone that part owns their property (normally with a social 

landlord), but unlike someone that has bought an equity share, does not own it fully.  

The shared owner has a lease and pays rent as a percentage (normally up to 2.75%) on 

the unowned equity. They are normally responsible for all repairs and service charges. 

Shared owners can staircase up by buying additional shares to full ownership of the 

property. Permission is generally needed to sub let the property.  

 

 

16. Responding to the consultation     

 

16.1 Please comment on any part this policy but we are particularly interested to know 

if you think the proposals include enough support and options for vulnerable 

leaseholders. The response deadline is 25th February 13 to Cecily Herdman: 

Housing Commissioning, 9th floor City Hall, 64 Victoria Street, London, SW1E 

6QP. Email: cherdman@westminster.gov.uk. Telephone 020 7641 2789 

 

 

mailto:cherdman@westminster.gov.uk
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17. Appendix A: Boundaries of the Regeneration Areas   
1

 
9 
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17.Appendix B: Examples of equity share arrangements    

 

Example 1: 

Where the leaseholder has a mortgage at their existing property  

 

Value of the property being acquired    £250,000 

 

Leaseholder equity share:   

Outstanding mortgage on the property being acquired  £100,000    

Equity         £150,000   

Home loss payment (10% of the market value)      £25,000 

Total amount to be put into the new property  £275,000 
 

Value of new property       £380,000 

Total amount to be put into the new property   £275,000 

Difference             £105,000 

 

Leaseholder stake in the new property   72% 

City Council share          28% 

 
In this example a new mortgage of £100,000 will need to be raised before the sale of the new property 

can complete 

 

Example 2: Where the leaseholder has no mortgage at their existing property 

 

Value of the property being acquired    £250,000 

 

Level of leaseholder equity share:   

Value of property being acquired     £250,000   

Home loss payment (10% of the market value)      £25,000 

Total amount to be put into the new property  £275,000 
 

Value of new property       £380,000 

Total amount to be put into the new property   £275,000 

 

Difference             £105,000 

 

Leaseholder stake in the new property   72% 

City Council share          28% 
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Example 3: Selling the property 

When the property is sold the City Council and the leaseholder will receive any increase 

in value proportion to their share. The following example assumes the property has 

gone up 2% from its original value of £380,000 to £387.600 (note property values can 

go up as well as down)   

The leaseholder  The City Council  

Equity share in the property 72% 
 

Equity share in the  property 28% 
 

2% increase in property value  £5,472 2% increase in property value £2,128 

Amount received if the property 
was sold  
 
*Minus any outstanding mortgage  

£275,000 
+  £5,472 
£280,472* 
 

Amount received if the 
property was sold 

£105,000 
+ £2,128 
£107,128 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


